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Caution To Student Travelers
ganizations in the various areas of
"A number of private organizainternational cultural exchange tions in the United ·States have
that . . . we are unable to appraise been set up to assist students in
er recommend private agencies.
planning overseas travel, work,
or study programs. You may write
"We do receive occasional com- for information to the following:
plaints about student work-travel
Council on Student Travel, 777
organizations. The complaints we United Nations Plaza, New York ,
have found most disturbing involve· N. Y. 10017." This organization
failure to make good on promises,
publishes Summer Study, Travel
refusal to make reasonable adjust- and Work Programs (no charge).
ments, and indifference about genMr. Hull also sent the following
"There are sc many private or- uine misunderstandings.

list of questions for students to use used its services? Be sure to conin evaluating a Student Work- sult your college placement office
Travel Agency.
and your professors.
2. What does the organization
1. What do you know of the orcharge for its services in comparganization? Do you have any
ison with other agencies? Service
friends who have used its services,
fees are a)most always contained
and if so, what is their appraisal
in the promotional literature of the
of these services? Is there a cammany organizations in the field.
pus representative with firsthand
3. Under what circumstances
knowledge of the organization? Can
will the fee be refunded in the
the organization tell you of someevent of any sort of cancellation?
one from your campus who has
Some agencies will return all but
a modest service charge; others
~
I
make no refund at all.
~' ~ ""~~~~~@@ 0 00 -----~"' '\~ ~ \_1_\ _ _....,_
4. Does the organization have
an official base in the United
/
States which would be legally rel (
\ I /
sponsible in the event of complicaA Faculty-Senate was newly
'
i
lions which might require legal
formed on January 13, 1966, which
\ /
action on your part? In all business
will meet once a month. Some of
arrangements there is the risk of
1
misunderstanding or even a breech
the functions of this organization
1
of contractual obligations. As an
1
are: to formulate educational poliAmerican citizen you might find it
cy; to help select the Chief Adm.indifficult or impossible to protect
1
1
istrative Officer and other adminisyour legal interests in a dispute
trators of the college by a joint
with a foreign work-travel agency
committee of the governing board,
unless it maintained some form of
1
official representation in the Uniadministration, and faculty; to
led States which would be responform committees and councils; to
sible under u. s. Jaws for your le- _
;1dvise and consu!t with ·the Chief
gal protection.
Administrator ; to refer matters of
5. Does the agency appear to be
policy to the appropriate commita bona fide student employment
11
operation or is it possible that its
tees ; and to serve as a channel
~
1
major interest lies in the area of
through which any member of the
~ ~- • ~
travel sales for which it probably
faculty, any committee, or the ad~~
receives a commission? There are
ministration may introduce mat02
a number of thoroughly reputable
ters for consideration by the Col• 'J,JOR
~
commercial enterprises in the cul~
r~
tural exchange field whose prilege Faculty Assembly.
v::;
-.,
"'9c.,
~
mary concern is travel. Some are
Each division of the college is
1/l'RS 6)
not sufficiently skilled in making
represented . Members include
the overseas arrangements necesfrom the Humanities division Dr. t - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - sary to a rewarding and satisfacThe following excerpts were taken from a letter to the Interim
from Mr. Dayton Hull, Director of
Public Information and Reports
Staff, Department of State, Bureau
of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The letter was in response
to our request for a statement for
publication regarding the reliability of various overseas summer
work-travel programs.

l~aculty Senate
Formed

/

1

/

1

§•

Berlinger, Mr. Coleman, Mr. Liebow, Mrs . O'Cherony, Mrs. Patton,
Dr. Smith, Mr. Walker, and Dr.
Wenzlaff; from the Education dePartment Dr. Guysenir and Dr.
Rappaport,· from the Human PerS onality division Dr. Kirk and Mr.
Newman ,· from the Social Science
Dr. Hammond , Dr.
d,,partment
~
Moorhead ' and Mr. Uliassi,· from
the Scl·ence division Dr. Dobbs and
Dr. Lamp; and from the Special
division Mr. De Ville, Mr. Muel!er, and Mrs. Meyer.
The officers of the senate are as
follows : the Chairman is Dr, Berlinger, the Vice Chairman is Dr.
Kirk, and the Secretary is Dr.
Moorhead. The members are elected for a period of two years, but
during this initial year, half the
members will serve one year
terms, while the other half will
serve two year terms.
"The faculty constitution is a
very forward looking one," states
Chairman Dr. Berlinger. It provides for the presence of students
on the committees and councils of
the senate. There are five councils
which are curriculum, promotions,
instruction, budgetry. and student
affairs. Various committees cover
topics such as building facilities,
di ,isions, the library , research,
graduation, fees, and public relations .

TJ:!

Discussio11 • • • 'In the Light of Day'

by Pat Brieschke

There is a great dialogue going
on in our · society, a tremendous
ecumenical discussion-and as long
as it breathes, there is hope. This
·
dialogue is found on the streets, rn
the American home-and it MUST
be found at ITCC-N.
It is a good thing that there is

ITCC-N Represented

controversy , for only in controver$Y can we find truth . In our com•
mon desire and hope for truth, we
IVE GIV"E GIVE ( d
must G
,
,
· un erst and, people, GIVE) our ideas,
fight for our cause • • • and • • ·
be patient.

of frankness. A naive point of view
is obsolete. Students of ITCC-N,
t
th
·t
f
can' you see
e necess1 y o
? (Th'
· bOth
·
awareness·
IS is
an md' t
t
1 ) w·11
1 1·t sue k
IC men a nd a Pea.
t
th t O
·t
I tt t
your s reng
wn e ·a e f er O
st
nd
your congressman, a
up or an
·
d'
?
opinion
,
petition,
iscuss
·
Let's open our intellects to the
power of light, and play a role
There is not a human being in
this world who has not had the
at
urge to run. Unawareness is running. But, let's remember-we are
men first-above and beyond all

Ur ban League Lune heon
On Friday, January 28 , representatives of the faculty and student body yof ITCC-N attended the
Annual Luncheon and Report meeting of the Chicago Urban League.
The opening greeting was given
by his eminence John Patrick
Cody , Archbishop of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago.
In his greeting, Chicago's archbishop of six months said, "I look
forward to assist . .. a group such
as this . . . to bring about an understandi~~ among people and
races. I pledge myself to do all in
my power to work with you."
After these opening words Mr.
Sherman Abrams. vice president
of the Urban League, presented the
Man of the Year Award to Mr. Sid
Ordower for outstanding service in

bringing human dignity and human decency to all men.
Dr. Edwin Berry, executive director of the Urban League, called
on Alvin Prejean, Harold Baron,
Connie Seals and W. Hampton McKinney to report on the progress
of the Urban League. Dr. Berry
said, "I greet you , my friends,
with more confidence of race relations in Chicago than ever beelse-we are human beings and
fore."
.rn
our philosophy must be that of a
Mr. Prejean,
his report , man. Discussion is rampant; join
pointed out that " research is the in.
cornerstone of the Urban League."
But back discussion with guts .
Then Mr. W. Hampton McKinney
proceeded to outline the newly pro. Let's not cower in an alley critposed projects being set up by the icizing the world to the rats'. Only
opinion given "IN THE LIGHT OF
Urban League.
Mr. Berry, in summing up the DAY " is potent. Only an ass is de(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

tory student work-travel experience.
6. Does the agency provide sufficient orientation for its clients?
Large numbers of voung AmeriJ
cans go abroad each summer who
are unprepared for the experience
because they lack essential information about the people and lands
to which they are going, as well
a' s about themselves and their own
country. This is the "cultural" element of their experience for which
adequate preparation is essential
to a worthwhile cultural exchange.
Orientat1·on fac1·11·t1·es vary sharply
from none at an to relatively expensive required
"orientation"
(Continued on Page

6)

Attention!
New ITCC-N plastic ID cards are
now available. Old students who
have their CTCC-N plastic ID
card, · or a form indicating they
have paid for a replacement, may
obtain their new cards at the Record Office beginning Monday, February 14. New cards will not be
given out to anyone who does not
hand in an old card, or the replacement form .
T h e Constitution Examination
will be given in Dl04 on Thursday,
March 10 at 1:00 p. m. Questions
concerning this examination should
be referred to Dr. Farr.

The
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Wednesday, February 16, 1966

Student Teaching

What Is It Really Like?
by Joanne Suvanto
expected , seeing as I had no ex- ceptive and especially once I
This is a new column which can perience working with children be- started teaching they began to unbecome a regular feature if it re- · fore. I feel fortunate that I had derstanrl what I was there for not
ceives favorable response. It is in- Mrs. Georgiou for curriculum be- to just sit in the back of the room,
tended to give the undergraduate cause she taught us many devices observing."
reader an insight of a situation which are educational for the Q: How long do you teach during
which he will meet in the future. children, yet fun and exciting for the day and do you help to grade
the students?
The interview, therefore, is of a them."
question-response nature, and will, Q: How were your first few weeks? R: " I teach from 9-12 . I grade the
hopefully, contain some of the R: "I observed for about a week papers that I assign as homework
questions you may have asked and then I began to teach reading. and give during class at the end of
yourself concerning student-teach- Later I began to take over all the a lesson as work-sheets."
morning classes · of reading and
ing.
Q: Is there an experience which
1. ,
This column is also intended for spel mg. '
you would like to share with us?
student-teachers who would lilce to Q: What kind of behavior problems R: "The other day after our readshare their joys, problems, exper- did you find?
ing lesson I assigned a work-sheet
iences, and aspirations with us. R: "In my class there were only with new vocabulary words and I
Hoping also, this wiIJ be read by two or three children who were be- asked the children to write a senthose who were student-teachers havior problems. You can tell the tence for each word. One of the "The Happening" sponsored ber of interested students.
and who would be willing to discuss kinds of homes the . children come words was "maidens" and I no- by ITCC-N's CRO drew a num·
their experiences and perhaps pass from . Usually the behavior prob- ticed that a little boy had written
on their revelations.
!em children come from broken a sentence showing a lack of unOur first student-teacher is Irene homes or where the children are derstanding for the word. I apSchoeneman who teaches at Linne ignored.''
proached him and explained that
Elementary School at Belmont and Q: How did you solve these prob- "maiden" is an old-fashioned word
(Continued from Page 1)
There i::- no worth to an intellect
lems'!
Sacremento. The first eight weeks
for "girl." I told him to change his void of sound opinion.
that will not share, a will that will
of this ·semester she will be teach- R: "A technique that I learned sentence so it would have meannot act, a soul that will not Jove,
· g th·1rd gra de, and th e second from my critic teach is · that one ing.
Whether you ascribe to Christian a human being who wiIJ not stand
m
eight weeks she will teach the first should not always reprimand the
atheism and · the "God is Dead" with THE COURAGE OF CONVICwhen I walked by his desk,
TION.
grade.
entire class for poor behavior but I Later
noticed he wrote the sentence, theory, or worry over the lack of
Question: What did you know about praise the others who are not mis- "Maidens are dumb."
peanuts in peanut butter-discuss. SUGGESTION: Every Thursday
student-teaching before you start- behaving and the others will folYour ideas are valid--but only as at 1:00 there is a "Happening,"
low."
These are just a few of th e ques• valid as the courage behind them. opportunity to emerge from a guted?
Response : "Throughout all the ed- Q: How long must you prepare a tions which this reporter has Faculty members, too, there is no less shadow and voice your opinthought about. What is the ques- justification for your exemption in ions in the "light of day.''
ucation courses it seemed 'ab- lesson beforehand?
stract' and it doesn't mean as R : "Lesson plans are planned tion you would like to ask our st u- awareness. (This, also, is an in- REMINDER : Neither students
dictment and a plea-if the shoe or faculty members have class on
much as when you are in the class- weekly for my reading groups. I've dent teacher?
Write down the question you're fits, wear it),
Thursday at 1:00.
room. I had heard from other stu- just begun teaching· common fracdent teachers that it was fun and tions a nd 1 have been preparing thinking of now and bring it up to 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - exciting and by far better than my lesson plans daily because I the Interim office above the cafedid not known how much of a teria.
just studying 'how' to teach.''
Tack it on the bulletin board,
background
the class has had.''
Q: Do you feel you were well preSlip it under the door,
pared?
Q: Did the students receive you ·
If you like this column,
well?
R: "I felt as prepared as could be
We'll give you more.
R : "Yes, they did. They were reStop! Before taking that drastic ture converting of the college
step of investing in four dozen from a school of Teachers EducationaJ supervisor of Uhlich, has
ITCC-N sweatshirts, mull over this tion to a Liberal Arts college, we
recommended Alan as a New Math
bit of information. Due to the fu- are in the process oi changing the
Workshop Leader for tutors on the1----------------1
school's name.
Northwest side of Chicago. BeginAlong with this has come an
ning February 19, 1966, at Monoverwhelming amount of response
trose Urban Center, (901 W. Monfrom the student body as to sugtrose), Alan will lead potential and
gestions for a plausible name,
active tutors to a more profound
some even printable.
understanding of the New Math.

'In The Light Of Day'-

New Name For "Old" ITCC-N

Student Response

March 19

Jrom The Mouths of Babes

Anticipating IIT graduate school
upon graduation from ITCC-N,
Alan eventually plans to teach college. Considering his work at Uhlich, and his newly appointed position at Montrose Center, Alan
deems tutoring "a tremendous, a
great experience."

An interesting idea came from
Elvira Emma, second trimester
freshman, who commented, "The
school seems to need more action,"
referring to study of course, "for
instance a name like Liberal Arts
a Go-Go or Peyton Place would
surely swing things."

The Interim wishes to join th
proud organizers of the Wor
Study Program in encouraging
Alan's future success and urgin
other ITCC-N students to expansiv
Every man excels in something achievement through the exampl
- be it some ethereal aspect oT the of Alan Hagen.
personality, or a dormant creative ,- - - - - -- - - - - - ---<
or technical skill, seething beneath
the surface, begging to be discovered.
.
The students of ITCC-N are a
minute fragment of the great many
who excel. Their fields of excelThe Interim would like to extend
lence include the far th est projec- an invitation to any one student
tions of an infinite horizon. Alan who would like to attend the TeleHagen 's discipline is math.
vision Today Symposium to be held
A fifth-semester ITCC-N student, at Roosevelt University as our
Alan is one of the numerous tutors representative. An Interim repreemployed in the Work Study Pro- sentative has b~n invited but most
gram. During the past year he has staff members have classes at the
shared the fruits of his mathernat- degignated meeting time.
ically-minded intellect with hundreds of upper elementary through
If a student is interested please
Jiigh school students at Uhlich contact the Interim. A report on
Children's Home (3737 N. Mozart), this symposium by the student
one of the eleven work study cen· for publication would be appreciters. Besides strengthening · the ated.
mathematically-stifled minds of h i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - charges, Alan has given a series
of lectures on the new Math to
houseparents and social workers of
Uhlich.
And now Alan's c row n in g
achievement. Mr. Horton, educa-

Peter Lippert, first trimester
student feels "It would be nice to
name the school in honor of our
illustrious neighbors to the north
and west. For instance, The Bohemian National University or
TBSU."

i\'lath Student
J,itakes Good

A good many of ljhe students
&hared with Carolyn Olsen, fourth
trimester, the traditional view of
naming the school Illinois or
Northeastern Illinois, because of
the location in the state.

Wanted:
One Student

lnter,·m Dea·d/,"ne
February .22

Several of the children who were
waiting to see the ITCC-N stageplayers production of Cinderella
were forced to stand in the halls
outside of the lunchroom for a few
minutes while seating arrangements were being made for them.
While they were waiting there,

out of the lunchroom came one of
our school's " young ladies" puffing
her cancer stick. Without a care in
the world, she tossed the cigarette
on the floor and stomped it out.
As this happened, one of the children was heard to say, "Miss, did
you forget your manners?" ·

One student suggested that· we
call the college Harvard. Although
I'm not questioning his originality
nor character, I do seem to recall,
of a similar institution somewhere's east of here.
Marie Starsiak, second trimester,
feels the college would be named
after one of the brave and industrious founders of Chicago, "Che
Cau Gou," powerful chief of the
Illinois Indians.
An anonymous student had this
to say. "With all these powerfully
helping suggestions I really sympathize with the person who must
make the final decision of choosing
a proper name. If it really has to
please everyone, why not call it
'School'."
Diana Locollo

Wednesday, February 16, 1966

The
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Pa1e Tllree

Editorials

Let's 'Stick Our Necks Out'
Each time an article appears in
the Interim which criticizes some
subject area, undesirable comment from professors in that particular area are always expected.
Such comment was highly anticipated after the editorial in the February 2 issue of the Interim, which
criticized the amount of work required in the curriculum instruction program for six credit hours.
Comment was heard from the
curriculum department but to our
surprise, the comments were favorable to the article. One professor
said that he has always been
amazed at the fact that the student body has not complained
more about this practice of 9
class hours for 6 credit hours.
Having heard this agreement,
we are taking· for granted that we
have the department's blessing in
our criticism of the curriculum instructing program.
The obviOlts question which aris-.
es is tnts: If it is true that the
present practice of alotting 6 credit hours for 9 class hours plus an

unlimited amount of outsirle work
is so unjust , why hiwe the students in the program tolerated it
for so long? Two students presently in the curriculum instruction
program summed up the answers
to this question very simply. One
student (in fact, this editor), gave
this answer: "There seems to be
a strong belief among the students
of this college that if they voice
complaints about a certain course,
these complaints will be reflected
in the student's grade for that
course." Another student . simplified this answer a bit further.
"Students presently in curriculum
instruction feel that if a change
does come about it will be too late
to profit them. So why should they
stick their necks out?"

be "too late" for them and si!ly or sound off complaints to sympafor them to "stick their necks out." thetic friends in the coffee shop.
If you have a just complaint why
We at the Interim have heard so
be afraid to stand behind it?
much of this "I'll look out for me"
attitude lately that we are finallj·
Most college students thes e days
becoming nauseated. How much are willing enough to stand up and
better it would have been for us
presently in curriculum if someone
would have taken upon himself tQ
"stick his neck out."

This then places the problem almost entirely in the laps of the underclassmen. But the great irony
is that these underclassmen will
not know anything about the overab~ndance of work required in the
curriculum instruction program
until they are actually in it. Then,
a_s one student pointed out, it will

Solutions to these problems and
any other problems within the area
of curriculum of this college lies
more in the hands of the student
body than they realize. Legitimate
complaints and constructive criticism will be -given consideration by
this college's administration · but
only if they are presented in an
adult fashion. Anyone can write
an unsigned letter to the Interim

An Exercise
of the Intellect

0

We have been told that the
amount of work required for the
six credit hours in student teaching is no less out of proportion if
not worse. However, no one on our
present staff is enrolled in student
teaching so we can't know for certain. (If only we could find someone in student teaching willing to
"stick his neck out!")

Honor Student
Rapps Dean's List

Alexander Havass

More On Work. Study Caut_ion

jnWl,un
MEMBER
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SO UNTIL: MISS RULER
COMES BACK WE'LL /70
EVERYTHING, JUST
LIKE SHE
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.
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fH1S WEEK
'lHE CLASS GOT
STILL ANOTHER
SUBSTITUTE···
BUT IT SEEMS
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EITHER····
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Reprinted with perm1ss1on of
King Features Syndicate. Tak-

en from the February Third
issue of Chicago's American.

Letters to the Editor
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Hatlo!s They'll Do It Every Time

FANTASTIC was the response to the first HAPPENING held Thursday, February 3. The number that J;urned cut to discuss anything and
everyything was an indication that student apathy had indeed been To the editor:
dealt a crippling blow. Student apathy may be a complaint of the past.
Until your last issue I was not
THE GROUP which casually piled into one classroom quickly aware of the fact that personal
got down to brass tacks, the focus being current topi~al problems, Viet academic standing is the business
Nam Civil Rights. Other areas were touched upon such as the oral of anyone beyond the individual
exa~ination for a Chicago Public School teaching certificate, voting student and the college adminisfrauds both in the North and in the South, the right to protest, social tration. Does your avoidance of
change', should it be gradual through channels or an outward demonstra- principle suggest that those curtion, or try is law a universal absolute. Due to lack of space only a rently on probation be doubly
few of the debatable topics are mentioned , the student response has to wary lest the Interim begin wavbe heard in context tp be appreciatd. It is far better to attend a HAP- ing another list? Although this
PENING and find out for yourself what it is really like, rather than may sound unlikely, you have non~
theless set something of a standread about it.
ard by your transgression.
Candy Dawson and Marlyn Fogel moderated the discussion and If this does not appear to be an
kept angry outbursts to a minimum. If anyone thinks all students are act of serious tactlessness to those
liberal and broadminded, they have a surprise in store. A few conserva- encouraging this sort of thing, you
tives who wandered in had quite a time defending the war in Viet Nam may have at least done some thinkand George Wallace. When debating the virtues of civil rights, they ing of your own. If an education is
were treading on shaky ground due to the preponderance of Civil Rights also conducive to respecting the
Organization members who also were quite vocal in expressing their rights of others, it seems that you
credo. It should be mentioned that a good cross section of our student should have consulted with the
body appeared at this informal discussion meeting which afforded a persons on the list to determine
fairly healthy representation of opinions.
whether any or all would have preThe HAPPENING may oe a weekly occurence here on campus if ferred to remain out of your publistudents are interested. Our first one was a success and hopefully stu- cation. By not doing this you igdents will continue to support discusion of any kind, often. A HAPPEN- nored the right of free choice.
Attempts at tub-thumping in beING may give you the opportul,ity to make your golden oratorical debut.
All of us have opinions we are just dying to express, or questions we half of someone else are not enwould like enswered or clarified. To discuss and debate problems is a tirely without merit. However,
worthwhile exercise as it is an application of the intellect. We all could trampling on standards or personal beliefs is entirely inconsistent
use it now and then.
with the underlying · objectives of
Attend a HAPPENING!
an institution of higher learning.

THI!

protest matters that they have
little or no control over, so why
can't we find students willing to
stand behind their complaints in
an area so important as their own
education?

To the editor:
I hav read with considerable interest the announcement made on
page one of your latest issue and
dealing with opportunities for students to work during the summer
months in Europe. I believe that I
am among the few faculty members, on this campus, and even in
Chicago, who have over sixteen
vears of experience in programs of
~tudy abroad and of educational
travel. I have participated in experiments of every single nature
in that field .
While I strongly endorse any en-

deavor aiming at giving an American student an opportunity to
spend either a semester abroad,
or a year abroad, or just a few
months abroad, there are some
safeguards that should be present
in any project.
I cannot make out from your article which is actually the organization sponsoring this work study
plan. However, last year and the
year before some very unpleasant
developments occurred with a program sponsored by certain agencies. Not only did the students have
no opportunity to do any traveling,
studying, or observation, except
in the immediate location where
they were working, but some of
the female participants had most
unpleasant experiences, to such
extent that a legal suit is pending
in the state of New York against
one of the organizing agencies.
May I consequently urge any student of this or any other college
who is planning to participate in
a program of this nature, which of
necessity is non-supervised, to
thoroughly investigate not only
the opportunity but also the benefits to be derived from and the
morality and reliability of the
sponsoring organization. There is

one organization with which a
prospective participant is always
safe and that is The American Society of Friends.
Very cordially yours,
Roger H. Charlier
Professor of Geology,
Geography, and Ocean- .
ography (formerly Dire c t or of Educational
Travel, ITCC-N)

Modern Day
Stockades
Dear Editors,
There seems to be lot of griping
by the herd of students taking a
course called curriculum. Why is
this fact so hard to understand?
Let us analyze.
Cvrriculum is a course by which
the students learn the fine arts of
teaching math, social studies, science and the language arts. If you
are in the upper elementary level
this means four teachers, one in
each area. To unite the four, one
other teacher is needed - to teach
the fine arts of compiling a unit.
This means you only have five
( Continued on Page

6)
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BOOK REVIEW

NRT

'Markings'·

I am being driven forward
Into an unknown land.
Still the question :
Shall I ever get there?
There where life resounds,
A clear pure note
In the silence.

philosophy was a great network of
idealism, realism, theory and practicality. It reached from President
de Gaulle and his profuse wealth
to the poor poetic figure dying for 1
the cause of art in a Swedish alleyway ; from LBJ and his Texas ~
D. H.
ranch to the drugged soul sprawled
on New York's loveless 116th and
Struggling to adjust his macroMadison.· Dag was hot and cold,
cosmic mind to the structured mic- never sipping the lukewarm wine
rocosmic world in which he lived, of indifference.
Dag Hammerskjold patterned his
entire existence towards liaison- "If you give all, but life retain,
liaison with the internal abyss of Your gift is nothing and in
his emotional and intellectual val- vain. "
(Ibsen : BRAND )
ues and the external realm of ignoble life. The abstract desir~s
In MARKINGS , Dag shares not
and concrete setting of Dag's life
only his magnanimous quest, but
endured ,_, white war. Reconcilia- also
the excruciating conflict which
tion was hard because the breadth
accompanies
it. Which path leads
of his mind was unfathomable, and
to
the
"unknown
land" where
the depth of this tiny world so
''
.
life
resounds"-the
Strait or the
dense that he almost overlooked it.
is to attend the Ball. This is one
But an expansive and engulfing Broad? "The Strait Road-to live · Attentively Cinderella (Jordyce
for
others
in
order
to
save
one's
Bryntesen)
listens
as
she
is
of
the scenes from the ITCC-N
wisdom moved Dag to search himsoul.
The
Broad-to
live
for
others
told
by
her
fairy
godmother
Stageplayers
production of
self . . .
in crder to save one's self-esteem." (Rosemary Poliaszek) that she
"Cinderella."
"Is life so wretched? Isn't it
Which? Yes, always the question.
rather your hands which are
Which? And other conflicts. Praise. Although dressed in rags: color ters and putting on a happy snarl
too small, your vision which is
How disgusting, nauseating-"but her happy. Cinderella won her were Linda Winer and Judy Lamuddled? You are the one who
who betide him who does not rec- prince's heart i'hrough her own Chance. Pat Swindell played the
must grow up."
ognize your worth." You were a captivating charms despite the part of the step-mother. The hergood
teacher, Dag. Your example fact she was dressed as a beggar. aid was played by Lawry Gold,
Sharing in the adventure of the
will
reverberate
in the consciences If you saw pumpkins and mice, and Ron Pelley and Don Kahn
epiphanic quest of another human
st ruggling men. "To reach evil step-sisters, fairy godmothers played the two scheming cousins
of
little
being through his memoirs is one
st
of the most magnificent privileges perfection, we mu all pass, one and handsome princes, you wit- of the prince, Juris Graudins. The
by
one,
through
the
death of self- nellsed the Children's Theater of stately queen was played by MarI can imagine. Dag invited the effacement.
ITCC-N perform the age-old fairy- garet Csakai and Roberta Maguire
people of this planet to share the
"It
was
when
Lucifer
first
contale "Cinderella." Performances at alternating performances. Rosewonders of his psyche through
were held throughout the week of mary Polniaszek played the part of
VAGMARKEN, or MARKINGS. In gratulated himself upon his
angelic
behavior
that
he
beFebruary
7-12, bringing in flocks Cinderella's fairy godmother.
the processes of his search, Dag
came
the
tool
of
evil."
of
wide-eyed
youngsters from
decided he no longer wanted to
schools all over the city.
The play couldn't have been as
-glide. "We glide past each other. Dag's was a life active, search•
successful as it was if it were not
But why? Why-?" What justifica- ing, moving, internally revealed
for the behind-the-scenes work of
Jordyce Bryntesen did such a t
tion exists for non-communion?
through MARKINGS. I cannot
he technical and production staffs
fine. job in the leading role as Cin- erea t·mg sound eff ec t s and scenery
stress
enough
the
varde
of
his
"W,e rP.ach out towards the
· r·ru·t
memol·rs . It resound s ad m
other. In vain-because we
I
um derella. Playing the evil step-sis- which fascinated the youngsters.
it is the sine qua non of the edu-1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -- - - - - - - - - l
have never dared to give ourselves."
cated intellect and the passionate
Ah! The essence and the sub- soul, of all who labor, as did Dag,
stance of his life and memoirs- in the epiphanic quest . . . the
search for unity and calm. . .
giving. Such stuff are great men
"C a lm 1s
· th e sou l th a t 1s
• empmade Of! Hi's life was one of
awareness; he breathed the intrin- tied of all self,
by Pat Brieschke
gram was unpardonable. Women
sic nature of every active dogma,
In a restful harmony-"
performers chewed g u m and
rule, and principle-LOVE. Dag's
Pat Brieschke
One would think that a college slouched; children performers ran
- - - -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - < institution would achieve the excel- about the stage undisciplined; men
lence (not withstanding common performers displayed so much spircourtesy) of selectivity in present- it and enthusiasm, one wonders
ing entertainment. Ah, but the that they didn't freeze in a catatonworld just reeks with disappoint- ic state in the midst of the show.

American In dian Revue

A 01·sappom· tment

International Guitar
Festival Slated for Summer
by Sandra Gordon

tracts, guitars, and other prizes.

The International Festival Club
If you are interested please
is a cultural and a social organi- s,end your name, address , and
zation w h i c h promotes major phone number to the Chicago Headevents of universal interest in all quarters located at 6001 N. Clark
fields of the performing arts. Peo- Street or call BR 4-7338, to register
pie from all parts of the world for regional auditions. You can alcome together in an enlightening si register at the Old Town Folkand informal atmosphere. both as lore Center at 343 W. North Ave.
participants and as audience in . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
rich cultural events.

l\.1[1•ss
ITCC-N
1, .l

The International Festival Club
of Chi~ago is looking for people
who play the guitar and wish to
participate in the coming International Guitar Festival. All styles of
guitar will be present : classic. flamenco , jazz, folk , ethnic, and rock
and roll combos. A wide . range of
guitar family instruments will be
represented at the festival including the banjo, lute, bizouke, oud,
sitar, ,koto , mandolin , balalaika,
Zl.ther •and other related plucking
instruments.
The three-day guitar festival,
the first of its kind in the Midwest,
will take place on June 10, 11, and
12 at Lake Geneva . Awards include
a concert tour, recording con-

by Mary Jean Del Ciello
Janice Hersh , whom all of you
know as Miss ITCC-N is a very
busy girl this trimester with a
very busy schedule. Jan is currently carrying 17 credit hours, is
working for Dr . Smith and also is
tutoring students in French a
couple of hours a week.
In addition to this , Janice is also
taking the modeling scholarship at
Patricia Vance Studios that she
won as part of her prize when she
was selected as Miss ITCC-N last
November. Although the Miss Illinois Pageant will not be held until
July, Janice is already starting to
(Continued on Page 7)

menc.
On February 3, 1966, in our auditorium , an event occurred which
surpassed the useless slaughter of
the Trojans in comparison to the
brutality administered to the said
audience....:.the American Indian Revue.
Noth ing more th an a sick variety show (even this is far in excess of the praise it deserves ), the
Revue was the wor:;t performance
presented at ITCC-N since that
last monstrosity, The Thurber Carnival. Whatever it is that possessed our educated faculty and
students to allow such a horror on
our stage is beyond even the expansive knowledge of the gods.
And Anthropos, you collaborated
in this production ! Must one describe how nauseating and traumatic was the (aesthetic?) experience?
F irst on the itemized ·list of con·
•
demnation is punctuality. Begmning the review at 7:40, when the
ascribed time was forty minutes
prior, is just the epitome of professional virtue.
Secondly , the quality of the pro-

What is a repertory theater? .. .
What is its purpose and how does
it operate? What is the " National
Repertory Theatre" (NRT), and
how does NRT benefit students?
Answers were given at the NRT's
Student Press Party, Thursday,
January 27, 1966, 3:45 p. m., at the
Studebaker Theater in Chicago.
The panel who provided the answers included Irv Kupcinet of
Chicago Sun-Times, and stars of
NRT-Diana Frothingham, Alan
Oppenheimer, Leora Dana , James
n. Douglas and Ronald Feinberg.
The press was represented by
students and faculty advisors from
Chicago area high-school and college newspapers. Questions from
the floor evoked panel discussions
in repertory theaters in general
and the NRT in particular.
A repertory theater is ~n organization which puts into production
more than one play at a time, alternating their presentations. The
purpose of a repertory theater is
to provide theater-goers the opportunity to see professional presentations of plays which are universal to the theater and not usually
seen in large commercial theaters.
NRT chooses its playsy depending
upon their classic value to the
theater. Shakespearean plays are
not presented because they are often available to the public through
ether theater media.
The " National Repertory Theater," begun in 1959 , has produced
eleven plays. NRT is currently
making its 4th tour of regional
centers in U. S. During its Chicago
engagement (January 24, fo February 19), NRT will present three
classic plays : Giraudoux's "The
Madwomen of Chaillot," Sheridan's "The Rivals," and Euripides', "The Trojan Women."
Cities for presentation are chosen depending upon their location
as regional centers and also as
centers of educational institutions.
NRT is particularly intereS t ed in
bringing live, classic th eater to
students of all levels, thereby extending the student's learning process beyond the mere reading of
the play.
More tangible interest in students
is indicated by NRT's policy of extending generous discounts to stuc!ents-50% off for students in
groups of ten or more. In addition,
e:focational materials (synopses,
bibliographies , questions for classroom discussion) are supplied. Student groups, by special arrangement. may stay after performances for seminars with members of
the company.

Talent and authenticity were two
redeeming virtues of the program.
The children who played Harvest
Time Polka, Donkey Serenade, and
I Left My Heart in San Francisco
(species dug from the final remaining vestiges of the old American Indian heritage ) on the piano
and accordian (strictly Indian instruments - Christofori probably
did a complete revolution in his For further information , check
grave ) must have just finished the
. . the Interim Office, Activities
six-weeks free home trial music J ffice, or the National Repertory
course.
Theater , 222 E. Chestnut , Chicago
Overflowing with an anticipatory 11, III. , Phone : 943-7536.
audience before· the performance,
the auditorium witnesses a 75%
decrease in audience interest after
the intermission ( only deceived urban ecology and music students
remained ).
Speaking with the vocal chords
of ITCC-N's students- WE DEMAND EXCELLENCE. This revue
was a far ce and an insult. There
were many less complex ways of
arousing our indignation than subjecting us to the aesthetically vulgar American Indian Revue.

Charlotte Frost

"OKLAHOMA"

FEB. 24-7 p.lri.
INTERIM
STAFF MEETING
FEB. 17
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CLUB -NEWS
S. I(. E.
The new officers of the "Execu ·
live Board are: Jim Kreiling,
President; Joe Consenza, Vice
President; D~n Determann, Corresponding Secretary; Tom Romano, Recording Secretary; and
Dave Kamper, Treasurer.
According to J i m Kreiling,
March 19 is the "social event of
the year"-the Sweetheart Dance.

program by Seniors Carmen Mayoral de Bunster. She will also
model native Spanish costumes.
Students wishing to model her costumes can volunteer their services
by contacting Alice Mohrman in
the language lab.

the meeting Wednesday, February
16, 1966, in A117.
Your ITCC-N Red Cross Chapter
needs you. Your service men need
you. Your country needs you. Join
the Redcross now.

Red Cross
On March 2, the JTCC-N Red
Cross which is sponsored by Miss
McCreary, will take a bus load of
ITCC-N female students to the
Hines Hospital in Maywood, Illinois. These citizens will offer their
assistance in entertaining injured
soldiers, some of which were

A young lady is chosen from the
student body to reign as sweetheart of the fraternity for one
year. All girls are eligible and the
only requirement is that she plan wcunded in the Viet Nam war.
to be here for the next three semes- Their duties will include bedside
ters.
ccunseling , writing letters, and
More information will be avail- playing games.
able within the next few weeks.
Whether or not we are for the
United States policy in Viet Nam
is irrevelant. There is a war.
While we're here merely bickering , men are being killed and
wounded. Those who escape death
we never see and thev never see
us. They wonder 'Did ~e fight for
a society which doesn't care about
us?' They have very few visitors,
if any.

Spanish Club

Judo
Are you tired of studying' Bored
with life? Disgusted with that
same old routine?
Well. then-why not do something unique. Learn the intricate
parts of uchikomi! Know the secrecies of kata ! Get an exhilerating
feeling from randori ! How would
you like to get the stimulating
feeling of flying through the air
and knowing that you will fall
properly without injury, having
been well-trained by that famous
brown belt and math teacher, Mr.
Louis Becker, in the art ( Oof ! Ow )
of (Thud ! Bang! ) falling . (Crash!
Ouch!)

"Sure you don't want two boxes?" Fran Westinicki of LSA
asks Da n Determann. The candy sale is being held to increase the funds of LSA which

Here are two of the many advantages of knowing judo:
ing of the mind and body through
1. It gives you an opportunity exercise, so that each works in
to throw your instructor, after harmony with the other.
a rough exam. (Be liberai on
At the beginning you may be
the teacher-please.)
quite enthusiastic, and then find
2. As a teacher, if the stu- vou can't seem to progress-don't
dents are bigger than you, it
Hines Hospital in Maywood , Illiquit. 'Keep at it!
might come in handy_
nois is giving medical aid to these
men. They need your help. It
The Judo Club meets on Tuesday
In all seriousness, judo is an art,
could consist of some of the duties
a sport, a means of defense, and and Wednesday, at 3 p. m., for one
mentioned or possibly just playing
a means of offense. The principles hour and on Friday, at 11 a. m.,
a musical instrument (guitar, reof judo can be applied to all af- for one hour. Everyone is welcorder, etc.)
fairs of life. The ultimate objec- come! ! Please come-it's really a
For further information , contact tive of judo is the perfection of
Miss McCreary in G136 and attend one's self by the systematic tr ain- lot if fun .
Linda Strempek

Senorita Carmen Maoral

Spanish club members and other
ITCC-N students attended the
club's February 10 program of
folk singing by the Brazilian entertainer Valucho. The program ineluded numbers in Spanish, and
group participation songs.
The club is planning a movie for
February 17 at 3:00 p. m. called
"La ciudad de los ninos. " The full
length movie is a type of "boys'
town '' movie. Club president Alice
Mohrman says that "the movie is
recommended for all college spanish-speaking students," but also
predicts lhat "students who do not
understand the language will also
enjoy the movie." Preceeding the
movie at 2:00 will be a "Tacos
party" featuring tacos (tortilles
filled with ground beef, lettuce,
and tomato ) and cokes for about
fifty cents. Further information
will be posted on the foreign language bulletin board.

Calendar of Events
Wednesday, February 16, 1966
Unicef

. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 P.M.

Thursdayy, February 17, 1966
. . . .. . . ..... 1:00 P.M.

Humanities Div.
SEA Meeting-Mrs. Zielka to speak
Pep Club
Spanish Club Movie . .. . ..... . .. 3:00 P.M.

A109
Dl04

LT
All7

LT

Friday, February 18, ·1966
Basketball Game

ITCC-N vs. Concordia

. .. . . . ... 3:30 P.M.

Gym

Monday, February 21, 1966
Basketball Game Away
ITCC-N vs. Concordia . ..... . ... 6:00 P.M.

Concordia

Tuesday, February 22, 1966
Chess Club
.. . . . ....... 3:00 P .M.
Miller Analogies Test . . .. . . . ... .. 1:00 P.M.
4:15 P.M.

S. Dining Hall
LT
LT

Thursday, February 24, 1966
. .... ..... .. 1:00 P.M.
Syanish Club
Pep Club
Anthropos
Chess Club
.,1ovie "Oklahoma" ... .. . ....... . . 7:00 P.M.

Dl04
All7

S. Dining Hall
Auditorium

The Muse
The Muse staff is collecting material for its first publication .
Again The Muse invites all interested students to submit their creative works to The Muse mailbox
in Mrs. Zimmerman's office office.
Poetry, satire, short stories, art
work, photography, and general
ideas will be eagerly accepted.

will then continue ist charitable works at local orphanages.
Seated next to Miss Westinicki
is Mary Sue Duffy, also of LSA.

SEA
SEA will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, February 17th at
1:00 p. m. in the Little Theater.
The guest speaker will be Mrs.
Zielke, a teacher of the deaf at
Bell School.
Further info1mation will be
available about the state workshop
to be held on March 26th at Mt.
Vernon, Illinois at this meeting.
Issues of the February, SEA
magazine will be distributed February 24th in front of the auditorium

clark
the a t r e

enjoy our
special student
rate

50'

for any college student presenting I.D . ·
card at our box office 1

The Muse intends to have a farreaching scope of literary, artistic,
aud humorous natures to tempt all
ITCC-N students.
There will be a meeting for all
who can attend this Thursday at
1:00 in A-118.

POT
-POURRI

at all
times

•
•

•

d iffer ent double fea ture daily.
open 7:30 a.m.-lalt e
show 3 a .m.
Sunday Film Guild
every Wed . and Fri . ·
is Ladies Day-all gals
admit+ e d for only 40c
little gal-lery for gals
only
cl ark parking - 1 door
south
4 hrs . 'iSc-after 5 pm .

Planned for 'March 10 is a dance
• fr 2-2843

CRPTRIH-~RW '+~~·~ ~
~s YOU M~Y OR. MAY Nor REMFM8ER
CAPJ: JfhJ AH07AY HAVE SPED OF-F
TO THE 1X'MfJRilONAL BANI< TO liOP
R AOBB&ClY ! MiANWHILE • BACK AT

TH, 3'AW IABORtTOftY · • • • • · ' • , • ' · ·
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Faculty Maze

Letters to the Editor
Modern Dav.,
(Continued from Page 3)
teachers to contend with, each with
·
their own assignments, readings,
and units. You only meet nine
times per week and you are generously given six hours credit.

Do you know that there are over 150 faculty and st¢f members at
tance to all of us , and I cannot
ITCC-N? How many can you name? The letter square above contains
thank you enough.
the names of 138 of them. How many can you find? We have started
I hope that at some date, you can you off with four names. You will find them written verticdly, horizonfind time to visit us at Mundelein. tally, diagonally, forwards and backwards, up and down. Each name is
My door is always open to each written in a straight line in one direction - no name zigzags or changes
direction in the middle of the name. If you get stuck see the next issue
and every one of you. It is the least
of the INTERIM for the answers. One more hint - faculty , deans, office
that one brother can do for another.
and other service staff and library staff names are in the maze.
Hoping that all is well, I ask
God 's blessings on you all.

'Fa.cu\b

This brings up our original point,
why are the students griping. They
Cordially yours,
should consider armed revolt. But
then wemust consider the times.
Francis J . Duffy
Wearing a hair shirt or beating
oneself with a cat-o-nine tails has
become outmoded as a means of
self-mortification. Modern times
has thought of something more dignified - a course called curricuThe interview began with the
lum.
sheep in wolf's clothing rapping at
B.J.S.
our chamber door. *

To the editor:

Mc2ze I
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Student
Sketch

Action-Voice
()ffers Assistance

Wednesday ,
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ENTER : Jim Kreiling, newly
elected president of the fraternity .
Jim has been in the fraternity
since he was a freshman three
years ago and has previously
served as vice president, secretary, and scholastic chairman. He
feels he has " been rewarded by
becoming president. It is one of
the best organizations on ' campus," he said.

A

I OKIJRT'Z..RIWE.<;ONI EOGRE.B D LO G
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We were very impressed with
the large turnout at the Student
5 TEL D LET VS OK 5 ~ T UN -z.£ L Ow Po vJ"E RE.
Senate Election, Thursday, JanusoEROSE.L.l<t10f O1.>1 1 05L-V1 PEl'11"1Pt.E.GFERR,cMVc1SNNRA~oAA~&R1TANBARH
ary 27. The large number of stuC.. X l-l I OM1NSER DL FFE GoRDA~TAU '-/ I
dents who voted at that time in1 DAANDHNAR0MWKFBERVEFELSPELT L
dicates to us the growing interest
A RR B U L I AS S I N :r E I R I K. S LU B I C. LE o NG
~MN
~MSK
z
ENKCOLG
of the student body in the operaUpon graduation from Lake View F
tions of the Senate. We hope that High School in 1959. Jim worked
this interest will develop into a for two years and traveled for nine
critical awareness and concern months of those two years. His
which will stimulate the Student travels include: Mexico, California,
Senate to provide the best possible New York, and Washington, D. C.
The Student Government at Sou- sociation of College Student Govrepresentation for students on He also took a summer course in them Illinois University is inter- ernm.?nts."
campus.
Spanish at the University of Puer- ested in organizing an Illinois As- · This body would serve as a means
_ ,,._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , of communication between the stuWe pledge our full support to all
Curriculum
dent communities of the colleges
activities initiated by the newlyand universities in Illinois and the
elected Student Senate, which we
members of the State legislature.
feel are in the best interests of the
At the present time it is believed
students. Although we no longer
that there is a need for such an
are the majority party in the Sena enge organization since much of the legate, we will continue to be a dyYellow Springs, 0 .-0. P.)-An- islation passed in Springfield either
namic force on this campus in ortioch College recently launched an directly or indirectly affects the
der to provide and maintain an ef·
experimental program for first- public and private institutions of
fective government through critiyear students this fall which deals higher learning in our state.
cism and support.
with the proolems of anonymity
New legislation is not often known
generalization vs. specialization, to the student, but something of
Congratulations and good luck to
and rigidity of curriculum. Each more concern is that the viewthe new officers and senators.
student is to receive a faculty pre- points and opinkJis of the students
Sincerely,
ceptor, who will guide and advise are not always expressed to our
ACTION-VOICE PARTY
the student so that he can properly legislature.
pursue his academic tasks.
By instituting such an associaTo meet the problem of speciali~- tion there would be a permanent
official channel between legoslators
zation-generalization, Antioch- will and students which would enable
dispense with freshman general better communication of student
education courses. Instead the fac- interests.
Jim Kreiling
Dear Editor:
ulty of each major academic will
At the present time, says Helen
present questions in the fields of
Perhaps this may serve as an to Rico. While in Puerto Rico he the humanities, the social sciences, Wislinski, President of the Student
Senate, the senate is engaged in
open letter of Thanksgiving to you, helped with government surveys
and the physical sciences.
revamping itself. However, she is
your staff and the many wonderful and also worked in a school proThe answers to these questions greatly interested To securing furand interesting people who so gra- gram, cooking lunches for hun- will
be presented in core presenta- ther information on the subject.
ciously opened their hearts to us dreds of school children. Jim has tions from which will grow semiShe has planned a trip to the
during our recent visit to ITC.
also worked in an orphanage, a nars, independent study, informal campus of Southern Illinois UniDuring our travels, we have been summer camp, and tutored at a discussion groups, workshops, and versity in the near future to discuss
this association with its supporters.
to many a school, both secondary settlement house.
departmental offerings.
level and collegiate. But I can
The college has dispense<} with i - - - - - - - - - - - - - "I love to travel. Unfortunately, grades to encourage freshmen to
truthfu11y say th at no one was
aubon rge able to match the welcome which as a student, one doesn't have the risk new or previously troublesome
you afforded us.
funds." Smiling, he added, "may- subjects; to enroll in a seminar
(Continued from Page 1)
Not only was I pleased, but very be I'll rob a bank."
with a " tough" professor; to par- tours lasting a week or more. The
take of as many acadern~c offer- optimum orientation probably lies
impressed as were the other two
Being a social science major, he ings and Community Government somewhere in between.
seminarians with me. I inted to would like to teach a course like activities as time and talent per7. Does the agency offer any
share with all my compatriots this Urban Ecology in high school, be- mit.
advantages in securing low-cost
knowledge in the hope that it may cause, he said, "I would like to
The student and preceptor, who passage and maintenance for stuhelp spread the understanding and work with more adult students."
have been measuring his progress dents? Among the potential advantoward stated goals at least every tages sometimes offered are identrapor which MUST be established
"I like people," Jun· S"';d.
·
·
... The
ification
and d1Scount
cards. Unless
n,,nple today m
· all areas
two weeks, will decide at the end
am ong r
· feeling obviously is mutual.
the agency specifies exactly how,
of the year what second-year work
where and to what extent these
Studying for the priesthood in a *Why, sheep? Because he is a he is qualified for.
cards provide advantages, they
,diocese the size of Chicago is no
President James P . Dixon ex- may not possess any real value.
small feat, and I can assure you friendly , good-humored, personplained the new experimental pro8. Finally, and most 'important,
that many an hour is spent in medi- able, likeable fellow.
, 1 th· ? M.
·f
gram as simply one more attempt is the agency specific about extative though regarding selection In
If
0
1Sconcep ion to " involve the student in the de- actly the types of jobs available
of apropos material to assist us in f ,; t s ~; ,, mg ·
ra erni ·
sign, conduct, and evaluation of to American students, the hours,
our training. I can assure you that 0
·
Joanne Suvanto his own education."
the pay , and what the jobs include
our visit was one of great impor-
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Weather
Word ·
by Jeffrey Provus

Holy melting, Batman!
This is a phrase Robin might use.
This also very neatly sums up the
weather in Chicagoland for the
first week in February 1966.
Remember me? I am the finky
weatherman who forecasted a
snowstorm for the weekend of the
4th through the 6th. I also stated
that extremely cold air from Canada would · invade our area between the 7th and the loth. I am
writing this article on Monday, 'the
7th. This past weekend was mild,
and no snow fell! The high Sunday
(6th) was 38 degrees. Today (7th)
the high reached 43 degrees. Guess
who has been wrong? That is
right, that little old prognosticator,
me.
One happy note is that the
groundhog did see his shadow on
the 2nd, ·as I predicted. This means
six more weeks of winter weather.
However, c0n the 5th of February
there was a significant change in
the upper air currents (jet stream).
Instead of a flow from the far
north , the jet stream drove up
milder air from the Gulf of Mexico
region. The milder weather, I estimate, will last about 2½ to 3
weeks ( starting with the 5th).
In early March, colder air will
return. There is still a strong
build-up up Artie air over Alaska,
and until that air dissolves, springlike weather will not stay for good.
Have hope, it appears now that
springlike weather will enter the
scene (yeah!) by mid-March and
stay.
The following forecast covers the
period from February 16th, through
March 1st.
Cold, but pleasant weather will
commence the period. Temperatures on the 16th and 17th will
range between 25 degrees and 32
degrees. This is slightly below normal. Warmer weather under partly sunny skies will bring about
some melting on the 18th and 19th.
Temperatures will climb above 35
degrees.
Mild , then colder weather is ex
pected between the 2oth and the
22nd. Rain or snow is likely. Some
freezing . rain can occur if the
temperature hovers near the freezing point. If all the precipitation is
in the form of snow, expect from
three to five inches.
Cold weather on the 23rd will
give way to a rapid warming trend
through the 26th. Little, if any, precipitation is expected during this
period. Temperatures will be upwards of 45 degrees on the warmest day.
Heavy rain or snow and much
colder weather will push down from
northern Canada between the 27th
and 28th. If this comes completely
as snow, prepare for as much as
four inches.
On Tuesday, March 1, a cute,
fluffy-white, and happy little lamb
will carry March 1966 off to a very
pleasant start. As tradition goes,
March will, therefore, end lionlike, and after all, the lamb knows
best.
in the way of meals and lodging?
Read the fine print in the promotional material. Most summertime
jobs available for young Americans overseas are hard , menial,
and unskilled. Many have . much
longer working hours than we in
America are accustomed to and
the pay scales are low by our
standards. Choose an agency that
spells out clearly· in its promotional material the disadvantages as
well as the advantages of summer
employment abroad.

'ednesday , February 16, 1966

The Inte r im

ienate Election Statistics

\Vho Actually Voted
I

One~ m~re the students at ITCC-N have demonstrated their feelings
concermng mterest and activity in school affairs. In the wake of the
Student Senate Elections, it has been made clear that the majority of
students here are somewhat fatalistic in that they do not care one way
or t~e oth~r who makes their decisions for them. Keeping in mind that
my_mtentions ~re not to criticize the successful Senate candidates or
theU" platform m any way, I would like to bring to light a few statistics
as food for thought.
Of the 3,411 eligible voters at ITCC-N only 599 students were interested enough to cast a ballot. One . would suppose the majority of
these votes were cast by upperclassmen, who, having been around
lo?~er, woul~ have a better insight into the qualifications of those aspll"mg to office. But here at ITCC-N, the students remained consistent
with their frequen t backward form, nearly 50 % of the votes (246) were
cast by freshmen. This is indeed commendable, considering the example set for them by the upperclassmen. Speaking spcifically the leaders of our student body, the 8th and 9th trimester studen~ together
cast only 32 votes!
'
What ~re the implications of this? There are more than one One
~ig?t i~agine that a new trend of high interest and activity is dawnmg m view ·of the tremendous freshman participation. One might also
say that the student government · has so little success that as time
passes the students become progressively less interested. One might
say that the most meaningful and intelligent ballots were.not even cast,
b_ut let us see: Of the 599, some 130-0dd students voted a straight party
ticket. We might assume that the majority of these came from the
freshman group, as they were the majority of the voters.
. I~ my own p~rsonal opinion, a straight party vote is not a very
mtelhgent one. With 40-some-odd candidates running in the election it
w~uld seem very . odd that ~he. best candidates were all in one pa;ty.
With 177 votes bemg the criterion for election, one might assume that
some candidates could ride into office on the back of 87 straight party
votes, as was t~e case. for S.E.P. party in this election. One might also
see that a candidate with less votes from another party might have had
more popular votes, and have been a better candidate and have been
defeated by the 87 unintelligent votes.
'
~n spite of these dimming statistics, I would like to extend congratulations to all who used their vote, with a sincere hope that the 130
" sraight" voters will use their vote a bit more intelligently in the future.
Bob Dlaney

'Dink's Blues'
Student
While a senior at Macalester
ServiceAward~ College
in Minnesota, Marilyn

Believe it or not, each student Hoff decided to try to write a novel
has a Service and Leadership rec- about college students for her honord maintained by the office of ors thesis. With a lot of hard work
Co-Curricular Activities continu- and the continued support of her
- -ously throughout the student's en- honors examiner, she succeeded
so well that DINK's BLUES won
rollment at ITCC-N.
Service and leadership qualities her a McKnight Foundation Award
recorded on this card are given and will be published by Harrecognition at the Honors Convoca- court, Brace & World on Febrution scheduled each spring . . Stu ary 9.
Her concern w h i 1e writing
dents who participate in the convocation are chosen by a joint DINK'S BLUES, says Miss Hoff,
committee of faculty and student "was not to tell about student
representatives from the clubs on life ; it was to create a particular
campus. The Convocation honors kind of character with a particuthose students who have main- larly wild imagination and image
tained a high level of scholastic of herself, a particular kind of
achievement and those who have audacity, and a particularly signishown outstanding effort in lead- ficant effect on other people: a
ership and service to the College person who lived as though continually an actress who would
and their fellow man.
To receive an award for academ~ dream up plots for' herself and
ic excellence a student must be en- then, as unlikely as they 'were,
rolled in his 7th, 8th or 9th tri- would live them."
Miss Hoff interrupted her four
mester ; have a cum~lative grade
years
at Macalester to spend one
point average of 4.4 or better; and
have been on the Dean's Honor semester a's an exchange student
List with a 4.0 or better for two at a Negro college in Knoxville,
Tennessee, an experience which
or more trimesters.
In order to receive an award for she considers "deeply significant."
outstanding leadership and service, When not writing or studying she
a student must also be in above has worked as a swimming intrimester standing ; been nominat- structor, playground director, doored by the Student Advisory Coun- to-door saleswoman, and factory
cil and/ or the Director of Co-Cur- hand. She also spent one summer
ricular Activities. These students in Rome where she worked as a
must meet requirements of fifteen waitress. She enjoys painting,
activity • service points and be in sculpting, and playing the guitar.
good academic standing (3.0 or
Miss
above). One activity point is given
(Continued from Page 4)
for membership in a club, two
points for holding an office in said . practice for the talent competition.
club. Other services are given She will again do a dramatic monocredit and are enumerated on the logue. Her sister, Phyllis, who is
record card.
to accompany Jan in July to the
After graduation these cards be- pageant in Quincy, Illinois is alcome a permanent addition to the ready getting quite excited-as
graduate file which may be for- we all should be here at ITCC-N.
warded to superintendents and
At the end of my interview with
deans of graduate programs.
Janice , she saia she was going to
try her hardest to win at the pagThe above information was gleaned Miss America. We all wish J an a
from the report compiled by our e~nt in July and then maybe on to
administration for the N CA ac- lot of luck and our best wishes.
creditation team's evaluation. From
time t o time the Interim will pub- which may be of interest to the
lish information from this report student bod•y.

ITCC-N-

Mr. Stuart Hoch, director of
Cinderella, and Sandra Fried-

lander, assistant director, join
for:es in the promotion of tic-

ITC C-N Is Alive with
. The S·o und of Musi·C
"'Give me some men who are second chorus !or which they had
stottt-hearted men and l 'll give you planned for some time, to enable
more students to participate in this
'en thottsand more."
music activity.
In an interview Dr. Wenzlaff,
In January 1966, the Department
chorus director said, "Several
started
on another goal, long in the
semesters ago I quoted this famous line from a song in an article planning stages for the chorus to
for this paper with the hope of sub• give more attention during ch~rus
s'. ituting the term stout-voiced for rehearsals to the development of
stout-hearted, for at that time the music reading skills, good vocal
chorus numbered about 24 mem- production, group ensemble and
bers with one man registered. We sensitive musicality. It is hoped
have not reached the "ten thous- that such factors will make partiand more" total of the song. but ripation while in college h ave
in September 1965. chorus had ad- greater meaning and will perhaps
vanced applicatior{s totaling nearly encourage more persons to participate in the great pleasures of
two hundred and forty."
fine
choral singing in their postSince the plan was to have a
chorus of slightly more than sixty college years.
With a great number of persons
members, the Music Department
j ecided it was now time to form a with advanced education as in llie
"To everything there is a season and a time
A time to be born, and a time to die."
· · ·
Ecclesiastes 3: 1-2
And that time has come, for on February 4, 1966, George Farnum , instructor in library service and cataloger in the college
library since 1961, died after a long illness. He helped to set up
this school, and with his passing we have reached a plateau of
maturity, for he was the first of our faculty to die while still in
service.
He was not close with many people, and even those of us who
worked with him hardly knew him. He belonged to the quiet ones.
the ones who take up little space, who are retiring souls and ask
for very little from the feast of life. He did not invite much intimacy of even camaraderie and shied away from almost all
human contact. Consequently he was quite alone during most of
his illness, and those flf us who knew that there was little hope
of recovery stood awkwardly by, respecting his privacy and silence.
Now it is all over ; he has paid the ultimate price for his
months of suffering, anci we shall close the file on a former colleague for we must continue in our assumed roles and carry
out the responsibilities set before us. But nevertheless a member
of our group is gone ; there is a crack in the foundation and
nothing will ever be quite the same again.
'

SKB

ket sales. The performances
were held the week of Feb. 7

United States, at present, postschool participation in chorus singing is woefully lacking in a country with the amount of time available for such activity.
Because of the total of more than
one hundred students now in chorus, it became necessary to split
the group into a mixed chorus and
a women's chorus, with the mixed
chorus including the astronomical
total of twenty male voices. Miss
Nicosia is the able and enthusiastic director of the women's chorus.
The present guiding philosophy
for chorus has not however
changed from the original one of
singing a wide variety of music
from diHerent periods and styles:
Rehaissance, Baroque up to contemporary times; Bach chorales,
round motets and Broadway show
tunes, as long as it is high quality
music of its type.
Dr. Wenzlaff commented " With
the progress evidenced in the last
two semesters, Miss Nicosia and
I are confident that a long-lived
tradition of good choral singing can
develop in the future at ITCC-N,
with the hard work and alert response of students who really want
to do more than just participate in
a pleasant activity, for three hours
a week."
Tryouts for chorus for the MayAugust trimester and the September 1966 trimester will be -announced in the near future. Previous chorus participation is not a
prerequisite. Dr. Wenzlaff s&id,
"Naturally , we would like to have
at least half of each of the choruses be stout-voiced men, to bring
the groups to the desired balance.
I am sure we have many potentially excellent tenors and basses
among present students."
The time and place fot try-outs
will be announced in the paper and
throughout the college. If you ·are
interested, contact Dr. Wenzleff,
room C-430 as soon as possible to
get your name high on the list.
Diana Locallo

Miller Tests for Masters
The Miller Analogies Test is required of all students who have .applied for or been admitted to a Master's Degree Program at ITCC-N.
If_ the student has already been admitted, it is expected that the test
will have been taken by the time the student has completed no more
than six hours of course work in the degree sequence.
The test will be administered on the following dates :
Tuesday, F'e~i:uary 22, 1966
2:00 P .M. m Al31
11: 00 A.M. and 4:15 P.M. in the Little Theater
Thursday, March 3, 1966
4: 15 P .M. in the Little Theater
Time required for taking the test is approximately two hours. A
fee of $3.00 is payable at the time and place of test administration.
Students MUST make a reservation with the Graduate School prior to
the day of the test. Call the Graduate Office (JU 3-4050, Ext. 263) between 3:00 and 4: 00 P.M. any afternoon Monday through Friday.
Also required of graduate students is the passing of the Constitutional
Exam which will be adminstered on March 10, 1966 at 1 P.M. by Dr.
F arr. All graduates of a state supported institution must pass this exam.
Undergraduate students meet this requirement while taking Comparative
Political Systems.

Urban Leagueccontinued from Page 1)
given reports, reviewed the goals
of the Urban League for 1966.
Some of these goals are: to continue to build and expand , to attain
an additional 4,400 jobs for Chicago•~ jobless, and to intensify efforts to improve housing.
Citing the fact that Martin Luther King was moving to Chicago,
Mr. Berry said, " Perhaps we
should have Dr. ~g move all
over town. He said he would move
into one (slum ) building and the
building was rehabilitated."
The meeting was closed with a
benediction given by Rev. Joseph
H. Evans, Pastor of the Church of
the Good Shepard and past president of the Urban League.
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Eagle Victories Continue
ing them back into competition.
However, the G. E.'s hung on and
at intermission they held a slim
44-40 halftime lead. ·

Eagles Whip
ICO 88-78
by Ron Sokolski

Posting their fifth straight home
win, the Golden Eagles of ITCC-N
deieated Illinois College of Optometry 88-78. The victory boosted the
G. E. 's overall record to 5-4 with all
the victories coming in the Eagles
own nest.
Pacing a fine balanced attack
for the G. E.'s were Rich Lau, who
was sensational in the second half
despite playing with four fouls, 17
points , Fran Podraza 13 points,
Bernie Spencer 11 points, and
George Powell 10 points.
In the first half action was nip
and tuck with both teams trading
bucket for bucket. Then with two
minutes remaining in the first half
the G. E.'s suddenly exploded for
ten quick points giving them a
comfortable halftime lead of 44-36.
Despite a determining effort in
the second half by 100 the G. E. 's
were equal to the challenge. At
times it looked as if the Eagles
were going to bust the game wide
open. however, mistakes and lost
oppoi-tunities prevented them from
doing so.

J. V.s Romp
.In an easy romp the Junior Varsity of ITCC-N rolled over the JV's
of Judson College 87-41. The outcome was never in doubt as the
G. E.'s jumped off to an early
lead and gradually increased it to
38-24 at halftime.

Second half action found the
Eagles gradually breaking the
game open thanks to the shooting
of Lau and Browder. In the final
five minutes the G. E .'s increased
their margin to 20 points, at which
point the started five was reThe second half was an even bigmoved. At the final buzzer the ger romp as the Eagles outscoced
G. E. 's had secured their first win Judson 49 to 17. The feature of the
on the road by a score of 85-71.
second half was Bernie Spencer
The Golden Eagle Award this o.nd the loss of his front tooth due
week goes to Rich Lau for his 23 to a str ay elbow. However, despite
point contribution plus his fine de- this serious and painful injury
Spencer still led all scorers with
fensive work.
30 points. Also pacing the G. E. atITCC-N-85
tack were Jim Banner 13 points,
Name
FG FT p
Browder
5
4-4
3
and Steve Nakon 11 points_.
Powell
1
0-1
2
Banner
Sokul ski
Deren
D. Lau
Spencer
Wesolowski
R. Lau
Kuhr!
Podraza
Jaksa
Nakon
Totals

2
3
1
3
0
1
10
1
4

"35

0
Judson-71

Name
Roberts

Scvmour
Sm ith
Mason
Caines
Guse
Rob in~on
Collier
Totals

0-0
1-1

0
1

2-4

·3

2-2
1-1

3-3

4
0
1
2

0-0

3

0-0

1- 2
1-1
1
0-1
1
15-20 22

ITCC·N-87
Name
l\'akon
Wesolowski
Powell
Skont-erg
Spencer

Banner

5
3
3
0
13
6

Deron
Kuhrt
Total s

"

FT

8
2
3

1-5

3-6
2-2

4

6-8

0
3

0-0
5-5
3-4

0
3
23

5-5
25-35

p
2
4
1
3
1
0
2
3
16

Halftime : ITCC-N-44; Judson-40.
Fouled Out : None
Total Fouls : ITCC-N- 22 ; Judson- 16

FT
1-2

2-3

1-2

1-7
4.9
1-3
0-1
4
1-1
38 11-27

Judson--41

FG

FG

Name
Gatzmeyer
Glvnn
Ward
Ri ch ar dson
Mcefinllock
Farrell
Mc Kenzie
Wolslenholm
Tot als

FG
3
1
2

FT
2-2
1-3

0-0

0-1
1-1
2- 5
1-3
0-3
4
17 7-18

4

1

1
1

p

2
0
1

4
2\

3
3

1
16

p
1
5
2

"1

•

4
3
24

Halfti m e : ITCC-N-38; Judson- 24
Foul ed Out : Glvnn
Tota l Fouls : I TCC -N-16; Judson -24

Bowling News

The Golden Eagle MVP Award
for the games most outstanding
Eagle player this week goes to
Play as a team .
two players. Sharing the honor are
Many tiines it has been said
Rich Lau and George Powell.
about different sports that the winITCC•N--88
FG FT p
ning club plays as a team. This
Namo
4
0-4
4
Br owder
4
4-7
3
same philosophy can be applied to
Powell
3
1

Sokulskl
Der on
Del aney
D. Lau

II

Spencer

Wesolowski
R. Lau
Kuhr!
Podraza
Jaksa
Nakon
Skonberg
Totals

3

3-4

5
2

1-2
2-2
5-5

4

0
0
3
5
2

0-0

•

6

1-1

3

1
0
0
35

0-0
0-0
0-0
18-29

1
1
2
33

FT

p

6
1

IC0-78
Nam9
Dennis
Kress
Ever t
Johnson
M aier
F nll
Fu lls
Gelbuda
Totals

2-3
0-0
0-1

FG
4
4
0
9
5

0
7
0
29

0-1

3-4
1-2
4-14
2-3

0

4
3
1

5

•

9-12
1-3

1
4
0

20-39

22

0-0

Halfll me : ITCC-N-44 ; ICo-36
Fou led Out: Spencer and Johnson
Total Fouls : I TCC-N-- 33 ; IC0-22

Judson
}?alls 85-71
The Golden Eagles of ITCC-N
posted their first road win of the
season by upending Judson College
85-71 . The win was the t;ixth for
the G. E. 's and their second in a
row, bringing their record to 6-4.
The G. E.'s played a very fine
defensive game as well as offensive. Leading the offense with 23
points was Rich Lau followed by
Rod "Hot Rod" Browder with 14
points. Fran Podraza and Rudy
Jaksa also helped out with 9
points each.
Throughout the first half the
G. E.'s never trailed, although the
sc ore was tied a few times . With
the score 24-14 in ttle Eagles favor
Judson applied a quick press bring-

Faculty Sketch

'Mr. Butler'
As the coach of ITCC-N's first
basketbali team , Mr. Gerald Butler , physical education instructor,
is a very busy man on campus.
Mr. Butler was born in Mound
City, Illinois, and attended elementary and secondary school there .
He then attended Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale Indiana·
Texas College in Tyle;, Texas:
where he received his B. A. in
physical education. He received
his M. A. from the University of
Jllinois.
Being in his eleventh year of
teaching , Mr. Butler has taught
for four years in the elementary
schools of Chicago. He taught for
six years at Tflden Technical High

_S upport

dual honors held by membe~s of

our league which are being mentioned at this time due to the fact
that most of the league is not
aware of them . One of these two
individuals is no longer a member
our individual bowling teams, in
of the league, but their individual
which the more successful foams
performances wili no doubt be
may be those that play not as four
individual bowlers , but as the long remembered . They are Diane
members . of one team . This may Adam and Kathy Murphy. Diane
be true but then why does the holds the record for twelve fouls
bowling league award individual in one series and Kathy holds a
trophies to the members of the record with her seven consecutive
league who have the highest aver- gutter balls. Incidentally, Diane
left the league by her own choosage, highest series , and the highest
game? Why, because as is true in ing, although one of her team
any team sport, playing as a team members suggested that as an alis important , but an outstanding ternative she "cut off her big toe."

Our Eagles!
SCHOOL TEACHER
CANDIDATES
Prepare for t he Chica go High Schoo l Teacher Exam inations to be
held in April. Expert review by expe r i e nced f ac u lty- English, Prof essiona l Studies and all Majors. Review begins Feb . 19.

CHICAGO TEACHERS REVIEW
Effe c ti ve preparati o n is an
you afford not to revie w ?

inves tment in

your o wn futu r e . C a n

19 South La Salle St reet
RA 6-0739

performance by an individual of
the team can cause a general uplifting of the entire team's spirit
and also the performance of the
other individual members.
If the former is true then it is
only right to compliment the members of the league who at this time
hold individual honors. Most important to any bowling team is the
individual with the highest average , which in ITCC-N's league
would be Kris Warzecka who leads
the other women in the league with
157 average. and to Phil Kirkegaard who leads the men with a
176 average. High series for the
women is held b$· Vicki Logan with
495 and for the men by Pat Patt
with a 546. High game for the
women is held by Diane Kujawa
with a 182. Diane , incidentally, also
became a member of the 6-7-10
club yesterday when she converted
the 6-7-10 split in the second game.
High game for the men goes to I.es
Keller with a 206.
There are also two other indi\'i-

School as head basketbali and
baseball coach. He joined the staff
of ITCC-N in June , 1965.
Mr. Butler is married and has
two children-Gerald who is five
years old; and Teri Lynn, who is
two years old. His wife , Lois, is a
graduate of Southern Illinois University and teaches at Marshall
High School.
In his spare time, Mr. Butler
likes to play tennis and golf. During the early 1950'.s, he h~lged develop the city-wide athletic progrnms for the Chicago Boys Clubs.
As one can readily see, Mr . Butler's life is closely tied in with
:,;ports.
Cathy Hammock

~
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V O LKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERIENCE
'54's to '65's
Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Consideration To Students
Bring Your ID Card

603S N.
BROADWAY
PHONE: BR 5-3500
AUT HORIZED VOLKSWAGEN DEALER

OPEN DAILY TO
Cl(»ED SUNDAY

9

P.M .

